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CHAPTER 2

CLASSES
This chapter introduces four base classes that are well-suited as 
nonplayer character adversaries. A player might consider these 
classes under special circumstances. 
 Exorcist: An exorcist is a specialized priest who detects and 
expels ghosts, fiendish entities, haunts, and bound spirits. While 
not necessarily hostile to all pactmakers, he can turn a powerful 
binder into a powerless commoner in mere moments.
 Muse: This magic user is an agent of Primal Chaos. She can 
blend supernatural abilities and spells off-the-cuff to aid allies 
or mislead the unwary to their doom.
 Ravaged Soul: This character dedicates himself to binding a 
particular anima spirit. While bound with his favored spirit, he 

is nigh invincible with superhuman powers and goals; without 
his spirit, he is weak and unstable, if not pathetic.
 Templar: The templar dedicates himself to preserving 
Divine Law—the system of gods, souls, planes, and afterlife 
shared by most beings regardless of moral or ethical outlook. 
Templars often find themselves in conflict with pactmakers and 
extraplanar entities that ignore or subvert Divine Law. 
 The table below briefly summarizes the four classes.

Table 2-1: Villain Classes

Class HD BAB Skills Magic

Exorcist d6 Average 4 pts Full progression of di-
vine spells, exorcism.

Muse d4 Poor 2 pts Full progression of ar-
cane spells, pactmaking.

Ravaged Soul d10 Average 4 pts Bind one anima spirit.

Templar d8 Best 4 pts Daily selection of a 
few spell-like abilities.
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 ExoRCiST
“Take care, child of the gods, that the spirit that moves your feet, your 
hands and your tongue is your very own.”
—A traveling exorcist, in one of his regular sermons. 

Summary
The goals and means of the exorcist are clear: to discover and 
eradicate the presence of supernatural entities, with a special 
focus on pactmakers and creatures that attempt to influence and 
possess mortals. Binders, spirits, ghosts, fiends, haunts, heretics 
and wayward arcanists threaten freewill, civilization, and the 
multiverse. Many exorcists view pactmaking as an organized 
strategy by otherworldly beings; thus, even if a binder believes 
she controls spirits, the scope of pactmaking and its potential 
to undo society and undermine faith in gods is enough to neces-
sitate the elimination of heresy, whatever its form. Dealing with 
such a large-scale threat requires organization. Many exorcists 
are members of “star chambers.” A few act as vigilantes. Rarest 
of all is the exorcist who travels with a group of pactmakers 
to aid their cause against more ominous threats such as planar 
invasions by spirit creatures. 

Background & Adventures
Use the following information to help define an exorcist’s back-
ground, motives, and interactions with others.
 Adventures: Like all divine agents, an exorcist adventures 
to fulfill his religious and spiritual imperatives. If he worships a 
specific deity or pantheon, then his church’s dogma determines 
his faith. Other exorcists adventure in the name of all deities, all 
mortals, or to avenge wrongs done by pactmakers or possessed 
creatures. Because spirits and outsiders such as fiends know few 
boundaries in terms of geography or time, exorcists often find 
themselves traveling even when they desire to settle down. Just 
as one area is cleansed, another area down the road plays host to 
new dangers. Exorcists also travel for magic items and artifacts 
that are potent tools against the supernatural. Tales also speak 
of exorcists who travel with binders as part of a greater quest.
 Characteristics: Exorcists are easily mistaken for clerics. In 
fact, in the early days, clerics were recruited to learn special 
spells, resulting in specialized monasteries and an unique path 
against the supernatural. Today, exorcists cast divine spells from 
their own spell list. Over time, an exorcist learns all of his class 
spells and can cast spells spontaneously. In addition to spells, ex-
orcists learn how to suppress the abilities granted by possessing 
entities, and with luck they expel those entities altogether. 
Armed with special gear and a divine shield against supernatural 
abilities, an exorcist is a pact mage’s worst nightmare.
 Alignment: Most exorcists are lawful neutral, lawful good 
or neutral good, since their focus is the protection of others, 
maintenance of the Divine Law, and the separation of mortal 
life on the Material Plane from other planes of existence. How-
ever, some exorcists are chaotic or evil. Exorcists who wor-
ship chaotic deities view their role as helping to maintain free 
will—mortals are inherently weaker than demons, ghosts, 
spirits, and similar entities. Even if a person willingly enters a 
pact, he or she inevitably loses a measure of free will, perhaps 
spiraling into a state of spiritual darkness where the demon or 
other entity completely dominates. Such an end is an anathema 
to any chaotic being. Among evil exorcists, lawful evil is more 
common. Some sages believe that neutral evil exorcists result 
from either the arrogance of their powers or the corrupting 

effects of regular exposure to possession. If there is a major 
alignment divide between exorcists, it is whether to proactively 
seek out and eradicate threats or allow individuals to choose 
their paths and only interfere when the natural order is clearly 
breached or freewill is lost. 
 Religion: As divine spellcasters, exorcists are religious; the 
best among them are also wise spiritual leaders. Unlike most 
clerics, however, exorcists are often ecumenical, eager and 
ready to work well with clerics of various gods. The origin of 
the exorcist’s spontaneous magic is well-know. In ancient times, 
the gods called clerics of many faiths to work together to eradi-
cate pact magic. In those days, an elven priest of a neutral good 
deity of the forest and healing might have found herself fight-
ing alongside a hobgoblin priest of a lawful evil deity of fire, 
punishment, and war. Praying together was challenging. When 
traveling, lodging, and fighting side-by-side, praying separate-
ly was not an option either. Indeed, reliance upon one’s deity 
for guidance regarding daily spells resulted in clerics working 
toward the same goals in radically different ways. Questing 
members often came to blows. Ultimately, the wisest leaders 
set up unique nondenominational monasteries where aspiring 
exorcists only learned spells related to exorcism, resulting in 
less flexibility but more independence from gods and more co-
operation among the clerics themselves. 
 Background: Most exorcists are trained in monasteries that 
teach spontaneous casting and the methods to expel spirits and 
similar beings. Although exorcist magic has its origins in ecu-
menism, most teachers in the current age emphasize the potent 
advantages of spontaneous spellcasting. The tools against the 
supernatural are few and straightforward; what an effective ex-
orcist needs is flexibility in using those tools. Interestingly, many 
exorcists learn how to summon minor spirits in order to learn 
how to dispel them. Knowledge of such spirits is also useful 
when infiltrating binder organizations and fiendish cults. Early 
training often includes field trips to haunted locales. Ghosts are 
preferred over other entities because they return even after they 
have been exorcized from a person. Also, students learn to use 
weapons such as bolas, clubs, mancatchers, nets, saps that are 
useful to subdue foes. Finally, instructors recruit top students 
into star chambers. These secretive organizations vary from a 
half-dozen souls to two hundred of more members, and have 
names such as Crossbones and Deathwatchers. Star chambers 
work with and above local rulers. In light of all this training, 
exorcists emerge from monastery life able to resist possession 
and endure the rigors of adventure. 
 A few exorcists learn from an individual mentor; often times, 
these mentors were trained at a monastery but then took their 
own path after becoming vigilantes. Some exorcists are even 
former pact magic users.
 Races: Almost every sentient race has a god or pantheon and 
priests who act as shepherds and representatives. Thus, it is no 
surprise that individuals of all races are called to become ex-
orcists. Lawful races such as dwarves and hobgoblins tend to 
produce the greatest number of exorcists. Lawful societies tend 
to encourages the training of exorcists to maintain the stability 
that their races prize so highly.
 Other Classes: Exorcists generally get along with other di-
vine spellcasters, provided their deities and dogmas are not too 
far apart. Most exorcist clerics value others’ aid. However, they 
may prefer to work alone when the hour of exorcism comes 
because they fear for the souls of their companions who are not 
as well versed in defending themselves.
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 Exorcists generally do not get along with pactmakers or 
anyone who deals too much with outsiders or undead. Only 
in dire circumstances will a typical exorcist work with such 
individuals. However, some exorcists work with binders and 
hold the attitude that if pactmaking cannot be eliminated, it 
should at least be monitored and controlled. 
 Role: An exorcist fills a similar role as a cleric, although he 
is not as adept in melee and lacks day-to-day flexibility. His 
specific role varies with his deity and the domains he chooses. 
An exorcist of a war deity differs markedly from an exorcist of 
a healing deity. Exorcists are not potent against undead (except 
ghosts). Unless an exorcist learns spells to deal with undead, 
his party must rely upon other means to defend themselves.

Game Rule Information
Exorcists have the following game statistics.
 Abilities: The exorcist’s key scores are Wisdom and Cha-
risma. Wisdom determines the highest level spell he can learn 
and cast, and improves some class abilities. Wisdom is essential 
for sensing others’ motives and detecting whether a creature is 
bound to a spirit or otherwise possessed. High Charisma grants 
bonus spells per day, makes spells harder to resist, and enhances 
exorcisms. High Intelligence helps the exorcist make greater 
use of skills. High Constitution makes him more resilient in 
combat. Finally, high Dexterity improves defense and aim. 
 Alignment: Any. An exorcist’s alignment must be within 
one step of his deity’s. An exorcist cleric may not be neutral 
unless his deity’s alignment is also neutral.
 Starting Age: As cleric.
 Starting Gold: 5d4 x 10 (125 gp).
 Hit Die: d6.

Class Skills
The exorcist’s class skills (and the key ability for each skill) are 
Concentration (Con), Craft (Int), Decipher Script (Int), Gather 
Information (Cha), Heal (Wis), Intimidate (Cha), Knowledge 
(all, taken individually) (Int), Profession (Wis), Search (Int), 
Sense Motive (Wis), Spellcraft (Int), Survival (Wis) and Use 
Rope (Dex). 
 Skill Points at 1st Level: (4 + Int modifier) x 4.
 Skill Points at Each Additional Level: 4 + Int modifier.

Class Features
All the following are class features of the exorcist:
 Weapon and Armor Proficiency: Exorcists are profi-
cient with all simple weapons, bolas, nets and mancatchers, plus 
light and medium armor, and shields (except tower shields). 
See page 190 for details regarding mancatchers.
 Aura (Ex): An exorcist of a chaotic, evil, good or lawful de-
ity has a particularly powerful aura corresponding to the deity’s 
alignment (see detect evil for details). Those who don’t worship a 
specific deity but follow the tenants of Chaos, Evil, Good or Law 
have a similarly powerful aura of the corresponding alignment.
 Spells: An exorcist casts divine spells, which are drawn from 
the exorcist spell list. Like a sorcerer, you can cast any spell you 
know without preparing it ahead of time. When you gain access 
to a new level of spells, you automatically know all spells for 
that level given on the exorcist spell list. Exorcists also know 
domain spells (see below) and may add to their spell list through 
their advanced learning ability (see below).
 To cast a spell, an exorcist must have a Wisdom score equal 
to at least 10 + the spell level. The Difficulty Class for a saving 
throw against an exorcist’s spell is 10 + the spell level + the 
exorcist’s Charisma modifier.
 Like other spellcasters, an exorcist can cast only a certain 

Table 2-2: The exorCisT

Level
Base Attack
Bonus

Saving Throws
Special

Exorcist Spells Per Day

Fort Ref Will 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th

1 +0 +2 +0 +2 Aura, detect spirits, domains, exorcism 3 - - - - - - - -

2 +1 +3 +0 +3 Resist possession 4 - - - - - - - -

3 +2 +3 +1 +3 Spiritual mettle 5 - - - - - - - -

4 +3 +4 +1 +4 6 3 - - - - - - -

5 +3 +4 +1 +4 Advanced learning 6 4 - - - - - - -

6 +4 +5 +2 +5 6 5 3 - - - - - -

7 +5 +5 +2 +5 Spiritual grace 6 6 4 - - - - - -

8 +6/+1 +6 +2 +6 6 6 5 3 - - - - -

9 +6/+1 +6 +3 +6 Advanced learning 6 6 6 4 - - - - -

10 +7/+2 +7 +3 +7 6 6 6 5 3 - - - -

11 +8/+3 +7 +3 +7 Exorcist’s mantle 6 6 6 6 4 - - - -

12 +9/+4 +8 +4 +8 6 6 6 6 5 3 - - -

13 +9/+4 +8 +4 +8 Advanced learning 6 6 6 6 6 4 - - -

14 +10/+5 +9 +4 +9 6 6 6 6 6 5 3 - -

15 +11/+6/+1 +9 +5 +9 Manifesting exorcism 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 - -

16 +12/+7/+2 +10 +5 +10 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 3 -

17 +12/+7/+2 +10 +5 +10 Advanced learning 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4 -

18 +13/+8/+3 +11 +6 +11 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5 3

19 +14/+9/+4 +11 +6 +11 Spiritual mindbar 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 4

20 +15/+10/+5 +12 +6 +12 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 5

d6
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to work if you voluntarily forego your initial saving throw.
 Spiritual Grace (Su): Beginning at 7th level, you gain a 
bonus on all your saving throws to resist the effects of super-
natural abilities equal to your Wisdom bonus (minimum 1).
 Exorcist’s Mantle (Su): Beginning at 11th level, as a stan-
dard action you can forfeit one of your uses of exorcism for the 
day in order to extend to all of your allies within 30 feet of you 
the benefits of one of your defensive class abilities, either resist 
possession, spiritual mettle, spiritual grace or (at 19th level) 
spiritual mindbar. The mantle lasts for 2 minutes. 
 Manifesting Exorcism (Su): At 15th level onward, you 
may expend one daily use of your exorcism ability to cause an 
incorporeal creature to become corporeal for 2 minutes. The 
effect is resolved as an exorcism, except you target an incorpo-
real creature that is not currently possessing another creature. 
 Spiritual Mindbar (Su): At 19th level you gain total 
immunity to possession and all charm and compulsion effects.

 Associates: An exorcist rarely associates with characters who 
are possessed or bind spirits and he will never associate with 
creatures such as fiends or ghosts that seek to possess others.
 Ex-exorcists: An exorcist who becomes possessed or 
possesses another creature through the use of an ability, item 
or spell may not progress farther in levels as an exorcist. He 
regains his advancement potential if he atones for his violations 
(see the atonement spell description).

Exorcist class spEll list
The following spells are available to exorcists.
 Level 1—bless water‡, comprehend languages, daze, detect pact 
spirits†, evoke sign†, light, missionary’s missive*, protection from evil‡, 
remove fear, reveal heresy*, sanctuary, shackles*, shield of faith, venatu’s 
scribe*.
 Level 2—analyze pact spirit†, consecrate, darkvision, daze mon-
ster, deity’s legend†, detect fingerprints*, dream ward*, glimpse of the 
divine*, reveal heretic*, see invisibility, shield other, status, vision of 
nothing*, zone of spiritual abstinence†, zone of truth.
 Level 3—chapel*, daylight, dispel magic, glyph of warding, 
memoir*, lesser penitent’s sacrifice*, magic circle against evil‡, magic 
vestment, mass daze, meld into stone, searing light, sepia snake sigil, 
solomon’s scourge†. 
 Level 4—bestow malady†, cloak against possession*, death ward, 
dimensional anchor, dimensional shackles*, discern lies, dismissal, di-
vine reformation*, imbue with spell ability, planar prison*, resilient 
sphere, scrying, spiritual killer†, stoneskin, tome of scrying*. 
 Level 5—animus field*, atonement, baptism by fire*, break 
enchantment, dismiss pact spirit†, dispel evil‡, hallow‡, penitent’s 
sacrifice*, mark of justice, reviving light*, soul thief†, supernatural 
leech field*, true seeing.
 Level 6—banishment, forbiddance, geas/quest, greater dispel 
magic, greater glyph of warding, legend lore, mass meld into stone*, 
voltanna’s tome ward†. 
 Level 7—antimagic ray*, banish pact spirits†, forcecage, greater 
penitent’s sacrifice*, greater dispel magic, greater scrying, plane shift, 
refuge, telekinetic sphere.
 Level 8—antimagic field, anti-spirit field†, dimensional lock, 
mass stoneskin*, mind blank, protection from the supernatural†, vision.
 Level 9—foresight, imprisonment, mass mark of justice*, soul bind. 
 * New spell. See Chapter 5.
 † Spell presented in Secrets of Pact Magic, Chapter 7.
 ‡ A chaotic, evil or lawful exorcist may replace this spell 
with a version of the spell appropriate to his alignment. 

number of spells of each spell level per day. His base daily spell 
allotment is given on Table 2-2: The Exorcist. In addition, he 
receives bonus spells per day if he has a high Charisma score.
 Chaotic, Evil, Good, and Lawful Spells: An exorcist 
cannot cast spells of an alignment opposed to his own or his 
deity’s (if he has one).
 Domain Spells and Granted Powers: Choose a deity 
or philosophy and two domains from among those offered by 
that deity or philosophy. Add the spells of those two domains to 
your exorcist spell list. Like a cleric, you also gain the granted 
power associated with each of the selected domains. 
 Advanced Learning: At 5th, 9th, 13th, and 17th level, 
you can add a new spell to your spell list, representing the re-
sult of personal study and experimentation. The spell must be 
a cleric spell of the abjuration, conjuration (healing), divination 
or enchantment school, and the spell’s level must be no higher 
than the highest-level spell you already know. Once you select a 
new spell, it is forever added to your class spell list and can be 
cast just like any other spell on your class list.
 Exorcism (Su): You target a creature or object within 30 
feet and line of effect that has bound spirits or is possessed. A 
target may be possessed by a fiend, ghost, living nightmare or 
similar entity, or even an arcane spellcaster using magic jar. This 
ability is effective against all forms of possession. 
 To resolve an exorcism, target one creature or object and 
make a special check equal to d20 + your exorcist level + your 
Charisma modifier. The DC equals 10 + the possessing entity’s 
Hit Dice or 10 + 2 x the bound spirit’s level. On a successful 
check, you suppress the entity (and its abilities) for 2 minutes. 
If you succeed by 5 or more, the entity is utterly expelled.
 When an exorcist expels a bound spirit, the spirit cannot be 
summoned again for 24 hours, and the binder’s first attempt to 
rebind the spirit results in a -10 penalty to the binding check. 
 When a target is bound to or possessed by more than one 
entity, the exorcism targets the weakest spirit present. 
 When you target a creature that is not possessed, you cause it 
to be dazed for 1 round on a failed Will save. The DC equals 10 
+ one-half your class level + your Charisma modifier. 
 You can perform an exorcism a number of times per day 
equal to 3 + your Charisma modifier. The Extra Exorcism feat 
grants four additional uses per day of this ability.
 Detect Spirits (Su): An exorcist can detect the presence of 
possessed creatures and objects within a 30-ft.-cone area. On 
the first round, you detect whether or not possession is pres-
ent in the area. On the second round, you detect the type and 
strength of possession, including whether the form of possession 
is from ghostly malevolence, a spell such as magic jar, fiendish 
possession, a binder’s pact or so forth. The strength of posses-
sion equals the level of spirit or Hit Dice of possessing crea-
ture. On the third round, you learn exactly which creatures and 
objects are possessed and in which squares they are located.
 Resist Possession (Su): Beginning at 2nd level, an exorcist 
receives a +4 bonus on saving throws against possession, 
including magic jar spells, ghostly malevolence, fiendish posses-
sion, and supernatural abilities of pact magic users that result 
in possession. You also receive a +2 bonus on saving throws 
against all charm and compulsion spells and effects caused by 
evil outsiders or undead.
 Spiritual Mettle (Su): Starting at 3rd level, whenever you 
fail a saving throw to resist possession, you are allowed a second 
saving throw one minute later. You must take the result of the 
second save even if it is worse than the first one. This ability fails 
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Character Themes
Consider the following archetypal character themes when role-
playing your character.
 Church Inquisitor: This exorcist and his fellow inquisi-
tors are a last defense and best hope against anarchy, whether 
the current threat is ghosts, fiends, binders or all of the above. 
Church inquisitors prize solidarity; even when individuals fall to 
possession, others will surely aid them. This character typically 
employs spells such as zone of truth and feats like Hellscourge 
Exorcist. Some church inquisitors tend toward paranoid perse-
cution of the innocent. Most dangerous is when a high-ranking 
inquisitor falls to possession; through him and churchly order, 
many souls may be corrupted or eliminated.
 Divine Spy: This exorcist goes on dangerous covert mis-
sions. He learns how to blend in with pactmakers, fiendish cult-
ists, and necromancers in order to discover their weak points 
and arrange for them to be brought to justice. These characters 
take feats such as Minor Binding in order to demonstrate some 
believable aptitude with spirits, and they may masquerade as 
occult priests to explain their use of divine spells.
 Lone Vigilante: This exorcist cares little for churches or 
even divine dogma. He utilizes his training to exact just ven-
geance against those who once harmed him, his family or his 
community. Frequently, this character adventures to locate a 
powerful magic item to tip the tide against his foes. This char-
acter makes a fine figure to topple a church ruled by a corrupt 
or possessed inquisitor and is also a dangerous foe against the 
incautious binder. Woe to the lone vigilante who has fallen to a 
ghost or fiend, for there may be no one to aid him.
 Questing Heretic: Rarely, an exorcist moves to the side 
of pactmakers and their ilk. Perhaps this character realized 
that a larger meaning exists in the multiverse. Or maybe he 
leads a questing band of pactmakers against another, far more 
dangerous group. Or perhaps he acts in the name of romantic 
love. This questing heretic makes a wonderful companion for 
binders, assuming they can trust him not to quench their own 
powers after he devastates their foes. Questing heretics are of-
ten pursued by other exorcists and similar divine agents seek-
ing to redeem or punish the character. 

calEb starting charactEr
Male human exorcist 1
Str 12 Dex 10 Con 14 Int 14 Wis 15 Cha 14
HP 1d6+2 (8 hit points)
BAB +0, Grapple +1, Speed 20 ft., AC 16, Init +0
Fort +4, Reflex +0, Will +4
Skill Ranks: Concentration +4, Gather Information +4, 

Heal +4, Knowledge (arcana) +1, Knowledge (religion) +4, 
Knowledge (the planes) +1, Sense Motive +4, Spellcraft +2, 
Spot +4. 

Class Features: Exorcism (5/day, d20+2), detect pact spirits 
at will (30-ft. cone, requires up to 3 rounds), divine domains 
(fire and healing; add burning hands and cure light wounds as 
known spells), domain powers, spellcasting.

Racial Abilities: Bonus feat (Greater Exorcism 1/day). Speak 
Common, Celestial, and Goblin.

Level 1 Feat: Divine Interrogation.
Gear: Scale mail, heavy wooden shield, heavy mace, wooden 

holy symbol, light crossbow, 10 bolts, backpack, waterskin, 2 
day’s rations, bed roll, flint and steel.

Gold: 13 gp, 9 sp.

 MuSE
“To truly embrace magic is to embrace chaos; to embrace chaos is to delve 
the subconscious with all its dreams and nightmares. ”
—Lady Ashkari, Weaver of Dreams Made Real. 

Summary
A muse dispenses with boundaries between arcane magic and 
pact magic. At any moment, she has access to arcane spells that 
she has learned, supernatural granted abilities, possibly other 
class spells accessed at random, and even dweomer observed in 
use by others. This freedom of blending magic requires a cha-
otic soul. A muse embraces and weaves together magical ele-
ments and themes as the need arises, and through special spells 
she can grant some of her magic to allies and even enemies that 
she wishes to influence through the inspiration of dreams and 
the corrupting effects of power. She may not be much in melee, 
nor does she study and plan, but woe to anyone who lacks care 
with this mistress of spontaneity, calamity, and stealth.

Background and Adventures
Use the following information to help define a muse’s back-
ground, motives, and interactions with others.
 Adventures: Muses travel for several reasons. Foremost, 
their dreams and nightmares may suggest places to explore, 
objects to acquire, and people to romance. There are many 
worlds, and to stick to one world, one plan or one form of 
magic is an anathema. More practically, muses travel to learn 
about magic, including new spells and new spirits. Some are 
destructive, a few yearn to aid their fellows, and many are self-
absorbed in myriad arcane interests. Muses also enjoy pretty 
gold and luscious magic items.
 Characteristics: A muse is an adaptable and stealthy spell-
caster and pactmaker. Each day she can bind a spirit and cast 
arcane spells. The number and range of spells known is limited; 
however, with luck or time to dream, she can access any spell 
on the muse spell list. She is never assured of getting the spell 
she wants in the thick of combat. Muses have fair stealth skills, 
and they pride themselves on illusion and misdirection. Like 
most other magic users, muses are weak in melee combat.
 Alignment: The nature of muse magic requires a chaotic 
mindset and comfort with randomness and open-ended op-
tions. Most muses are chaotic neutral. They adventure and use 
their magic to further personal ends, usually without harming 
others. A fair number of muses are chaotic good. The magic of 
chaos, dreams, enchantment and illusion is a powerful antidote 
against forces of oppressive tyranny. No strategem, no matter 
how infernal, can fully plan against a random foe. Finally, a few 
muses are chaotic evil. They embrace the destructive facets of 
the unconscious to wreck havoc, often in the name of revolu-
tion but just as often to revel in their own appetites. 
 Religion: Most muses are aware of Primal Chaos, which is 
not one person or thing but a melage of primordial impulses 
and strands of potential. It existed before the gods, before the 
multiverse, and before magic. Many muses are also aware of 
Telchines, a race of disruptive creatures that are rumored to 
thrive in the heart of the Plane of Dreams. Both Primal Chaos 
and Telchines are inspirations rather than divinities; unless a 
god of chaos and pact magic exists in your campaign world, a 
muse is likely agnostic and defiant against organized religions. 
 Background: How does one stumble upon chance? Myths 
describe muse academies; historically, however, the practice of 


